Abstract
Introduction
Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) is a technology that allows people to make phone calls through the public Internet rather than the traditional Publish Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). VoIP is a common term refers to different protocols that are used to transport real-time voice and the necessary signaling by means of the Internet Protocol (IP) [1] . With increasing demands in mobility and flexibility, the market for wireless network is evolving to incorporate high-speed Internet access and advance multimedia transmission.
Today's Internet uses the IP protocol suite that was designed for the transport of data packet and can only provides best-effort data delivery. Thus, network in this nature does not guarantee a minimum packet loss rate and minimum delay of packet transmission required for Internet Telephony where additional QoS schemes may need to be applied in order to prioritize time sensitive transmission especially for real time applications. Due to the realtime requirement for interactive voice transmission, it is impractical for the receiver to request for retransmitting the lost packets. The voice packets that do not arrive before their playout time expires are considered lost and cannot be played when they received at a later time [4] . This problem is more severe when come to transmission over the wireless networks with very rough channel condition. Therefore, a less complex and yet easy to implement QoS scheme is essential for the transmission of time sensitive data over the wireless networks.
In most of the wireless environment, Forward Error Correction (FEC) mechanism is used to quickly recovery the loss packets especially in fullduplex environment. FEC mechanism has its own limitations where when the network loss rate is high, the packet received from the IP network will still be corrupted and the data is unable to be recovered via the FEC scheme [8] . The inefficiency caused by the FEC scheme can indirectly influence the QoS of multimedia traffic transmissions. Even though the popular FEC scheme is widely used in wireless network, it will still cause variation in bandwidth and delay. In other words, it causes congestion loss due to buffer overflow or erroneous loss in wireless link [4] [5] .
There is plenty of point-to-point bandwidth available in wireless networks especially between the end nodes and the access point. The data-rate available in wireless network i.e., WLAN (IEEE802.11a/g/n) is more than sufficient to providing the required bandwidth for Internet access packets. Thus, the research drive for this paper is to improve and simplify the QoS mechanism for VoIP especially in wireless link by making use of the excess bandwidth available in the wireless networks. The proposed schemes fully utilize this advantage of highly available bandwidth in the wireless section to improve the VoIP QoS over the Internet. This is because in most cases, the Internet gateway bandwidth is only a small fraction of the bandwidth that the wireless networks offer. Hence, it is practical to make use of the excess bandwidth in the wireless portion to ensure higher reliability data transfer over the wireless link.
Existing Methods
FEC is a method that has been commonly used to handle losses in real-time communications. FEC techniques enable a receiver to correct errors or losses without further interaction with the sender. FEC is based on the redundancy transmission where the redundant information and the original information are transmitted together along the IP network [6] . An (n, k) block code convert the k original source data into a group of n coded data where any k data in n coded data can be used to reconstruct the original source data if at least k out of the n data are received. Thus, FEC scheme is able to recover the errors or losses information by reconstructing the information at the receiver end provided the average number of loss packet is small [7] . Under a high rate of network loss, the received packet will experience corruption and data is unable to recover [4] [8] .
FEC can be done by using general purpose technique and codec-specific technique. The general purpose technique takes a block of packet and calculates a FEC code that is sent as separate packets. This method introduces a delay dependant on the length of the block packet where a missing packet or corrupted packet within the block cannot be recovered until the whole FEC packet is received at the end of the block. The efficiency and effectiveness of this method is limit to noninteractive, streaming voice and method is particular suited to high loss rate environment where retransmission would cause a significant increase in traffic in the network [2] [9] . As for codec-specific technique, it generates FEC code and attached it as part of the packet. This method does not introduce much delay as compared to using the general purpose technique. It is particularly appropriate for multimedia such as voice codec to produce long packet sizes [2] [4] .
In high loss rate situation, packet losses often occur in groups [2] . This could be caused by the congested buffer in a switch or router in the network for instance. During the congestion, many consecutive packets may be discarded, and when congestion abates, packet loss is rarer. FEC methods are often overwhelmed by groups of consecutive missing packets. The general purpose method has a limit as to how many packets in a block can be recovered and the codec-specific method can only correct a missing packet if the next packet arrives intact. Therefore, FEC is ineffective at high packet loss [4] .
Besides the common methods, a study conducted in [10] by Rosenberg et. al. said that the integration of FEC and adaptive playout buffer algorithm would give better results in handling delays and packet loss. The FEC will send a redundant packet and the waiting time for arrival of redundant packet will result in a delay penalty and this will increase the playout buffer size. In scenario where network loss is high, the delay penalty is acceptable. But when network loss rate is low, it is not ideal to use FEC and increase the playout buffer size. Therefore, playout buffer adaptation is dependent on FEC, network loss condition and network jitter [10] . This algorithm is important because the playout buffer adaptation cannot differentiate the recovered packets from the received packets and it will be computed as the arrival time instead of the recovered time. Hence the delay gain is the virtual delay instead of the real delays. Therefore, it is important to implement a virtualized version of the algorithms on FEC and playout buffer adaptation where recovery using FEC is done before playout buffer adaptation [4] [10].
Huang et. al. [11] proposed a real-time embedded packet train probing scheme. This scheme is used for estimating the end-to-end available bandwidth in order to achieve effective congestion control especially in a wireless network. When the network loss is high, the system has to decide whether to removed FEC or packetising more frames in a packet at the same time in order to reduce the transmission rate that causes the network congestion. Other than that, it also can reschedule the source packets transmission to a short packet train, trading longer delay (adding more frame per packet) with lower packet loss (adding more FEC packets). Therefore, this scheme is very flexible in adapting to the different network conditions [4] [11] .
A new packet loss concealment (PLC) method for G.722 using the side information to improve the concealment of the lost frame and to resynchronize the encoder and decoder had been proposed by Shetty [12] . The side information is quantized using scalar and vector quantisers and the coded side information is then appended at the end of each speech frame in an IEEE 802.11 packet and transmitted to the decoder over the wireless link by increasing the packet size less than 7% [12] . Therefore, this method is able to improve the robustness of the G.722 coded speech to packet losses with minimal increase in bandwidth and delay requirement [4] [12] .
A studied in [13] presented a linear programming bandwidth partition scheme to decide the bandwidth which minimizes the delay and maximizing data bandwidth while maintaining the voice packet QoS. A linear programming is used to adaptively determine the best partition every frame. A time slot in the assumed system is chosen to be the time needed to send a voice or data packet plus the overhead such as acknowledgments. The linear programming procedure, which can be applied to both up and downlink, is used to determine the number of slots in the voice and data partitions every frame.
The Simplified Link Reliability Enhancement Schemes
In this paper, there are two methods being proposed to improve the QoS of VoIP. They are the enhanced link reliability scheme and the low level frame prioritize scheme. Each scheme will be further discussed at below sections.
The Enhanced Link Reliability Scheme
The enhanced link reliability scheme fully utilizes the benefit of the high point-to-point bandwidth of the wireless network, where by sending multiple replica packets to create transmission diversity. In most cases, the Internet gateway bandwidth is only a small fraction of the bandwidth that the wireless network offers. Thus, it is practical to make use of the excess bandwidth in the wireless network portion to ensure higher reliability data transfer over the wireless links for the Internet traffic.
Under this scheme, the source data will be encoded using CRC before the source data being replicated. CRC is used as they are simple to implement, easy to analyze mathematically and particularly good at detecting common errors caused by noise in transmission channels [4] . After the data source being appended with CRC bits, the appended data source will be replicated before they are sending out to receiver. The number of replications is subchannel dependency where it depends on the number of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) sub-channels available in the broadband wireless network. For example, if there are 64 available sub-channels and source data appended with CRC bits are 20 data symbols. Thus, it can replicate three times of the data symbols together with extra four bits for indicators. Indicator bits will store the packet information such as the number of replications so that the replicas can be recovered at the receiver. Figure 1 shows the example of replications of encoded data. The SUI wireless channel model [15] has been adopted to introduce the channel effect to the simulation of the proposed model. In a frequency selective fading channel, sub-channels will experience different channel response amplitudes where the one with high amplitude will be less influence by channel noise as compare to those subchannels that experience lower channel response amplitudes [16] . Therefore, the indicators will be allocated to the sub-channels that have higher channel response. Once the packet is ready, it will be sent to the receiver.
When the packet arrived at the receiver, some packets may experience distortion. Prior to decoding, the received packets will need to extract the indicators from the received symbol. After indicators are extracted, the packet information will be used to assemble the received packet into it original form. The error bits in packet will be detected using CRC decoding. The packet with zero error will be chosen from the replicas as the output of the receiver. If all the packets received experience errors, these packets will be combined to extract the average bit value to form the final packet. Thus, this would reduce the error rates for the transmitted packets.
The Low Level Frame Prioritize Scheme
Before sending the packets, the characteristic of the wireless channel is probe and studied. This is taking the fact that sub-channels that have higher channel response amplitude will experience lower noise influence which will give better performance as compare to those sub-channels that experience lower channel response amplitudes [5] [16].
A source stream usually consists of both voice and data signals where they will be transmitted over the packet-based wireless network. The low level frame prioritize scheme proposed will focus on the voice signals where additional treatment will be applied to these prioritized frames. Thus, the voice signals need to be identified and to be reallocated to sub-channels that are considered "stronger" in surviving through the wireless channels [5] . Meaning, the voice signals are to be carried by subchannels with higher amplitude responses. Upon voice frames identification, prioritization of voice frames will be performed followed by interleaving where both the data frames and the voice frames will be interleaved prior to transmission [5] .
When the packet received at the receiver side, some packet may experience distortion, corruption or losses. The received packet will be re-engineered by using the previous channel information. The information will be used to split the voice frames and data frames from the received packets. Due to the voice frames are carried by the sub-channels with high amplitude response, therefore the amount distortion experience by the voice frames is greatly reduced hence voice frames will always have higher survival rate in all transmissions.
Performance Comparison of the Simplified Link Reliability Enhancement Schemes
Simulations have been conducted to evaluate the enhanced link reliability scheme and low level frame prioritize scheme. The simulation is mimics a 64 sub-channels OFDM transmission model with various signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values. The simulation will generate a set of random data to test on the both proposed scheme.
A simulation for the enhanced link reliability scheme had been built and simulated. Figure 2 shows the error performance comparison between a conventional OFDM scheme without coding, with Forward Error Correction (FEC) scheme and with the proposed enhanced link reliability scheme. The result shows that the enhanced link reliability scheme is able to reduce the bits error rate (BER) as compare to the conventional and FEC scheme. Whereas for the low level frame prioritize scheme, Figure 3 shows the simulation results for transmission system adopting the low level frame prioritize scheme for different percentages of voice frames per packet. Results in Figure 3 show that the relationship between the percentage of voice frames per packet and its respective error rate performance. With only 10% of voice frames per symbol, the bit error is the lowest. In conclusion, the higher the percentage of voice frames per symbol, the higher the bit error rates the voice frames will experience. This is due to the number of high amplitude response sub-channels is limited hence may not be able to accommodate the large number of voice frames. Figure 4 shows the result for the low level frame prioritize by testing on 10% of voice packets per symbol. The graph shows that it has low BER as compare to the conventional scheme with advantage of 5dB at error rate of 10 -3 . This indicates that the proposed scheme outperforms the conventional scheme. From the error performance graphs above, both proposed schemes give better BER as compare to conventional and FEC scheme. Though they give better results but they have their own strengths and weaknesses depending on application scenario. The enhanced link reliability scheme have low complexity encoding and decoding which it involves simple mathematic calculation and having lower computational requirement. This scheme is able to minimize the delay time because it does not require retransmission. In contrast, the low level frame prioritize scheme does not involve any encoding or decoding, it is a simple frame sequencing scheme to achieve the effect of frame prioritization. It is specifically designed to prioritize the time-sensitive packets and with less overhead and low computational requirement. However, this scheme does not introduced high redundant packets for transmission as compare to the enhanced link reliability scheme.
Applications
In IEEE 802.11 WLAN, the packet communication may be affected by high error rates because of the interference with other signal sources as well as other radio channel problems. To overcome these problems in IEEE 802.11 based networks, the two proposed schemes which are the enhanced link reliability scheme and the low level frame prioritize scheme can be used to deal with the mentioned problems at the lower physical transmission layer with an aim to improve the voice QoS over the wireless network.
Result analysis at previous sections shows that the proposed schemes have better performance as compare to conventional OFDM transmission and FEC scheme. Although these two schemes have better performance but they have their own pros and cons in different application areas. Figure 5 shows the comparison results of two proposed schemes. When 10% of voice frames being tested, the enhanced link reliability scheme shows better performance as compare to the low level frame prioritize scheme under very bad network condition. When a small amount of data is to be transmitted, the number of replicas will increase where the probability for receiving error free frame is high in the enhanced link reliability scheme.
On the other hand, the low level frame prioritize scheme has poorer performance under poor network condition. In poor network environment, most of the sub-channels in OFDM channels experience lower channel amplitude response where there will be a lot of channels noise and increases the distortion to the transmitted packets. Hence, it degrades the performance of the low level frame prioritize scheme under these environment. When more data is to be transmitted, the results shows that the low level frame prioritize scheme has better performance as compare to the enhanced link reliability scheme. This is because the number of replica packets is reduced due to the limited number of OFDM subchannels available. As for the low level frame prioritize scheme, this does not affect much on its performance. Theoretically, the wireless network is able to support large number of VoIP sessions but in reality, there is only a minimal number of VoIP sessions that being initiated for each transmission. Therefore, the proposed schemes are able to tackle the time sensitive low rate voice streams by transmitting small amount of voice streams. When in the undesirable network condition, the enhanced link reliability scheme can be applied for better performance. While in the network condition that is above the threshold, the low level frame prioritize is being applied. This is because the low level frame prioritize scheme has lesser overhead and lower computational than the enhanced link reliability scheme.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the enhanced link reliability scheme is using a less complex method and fully utilized the benefit of wireless network where it has high point-to-point bandwidth as higher than bandwidth that required in VoIP. Hence, it can increase the QoS of VoIP and reduce the transmission delay. As for the low level frame prioritize scheme, it does not involve any coding, it is just a simple frame sequencing scheme to achieve the effect of frame prioritization. But this scheme is purposely designed to prioritize the time-sensitive packets and with less overhead and low computational.
Both proposed schemes have their own strengths under different circumstances. Therefore, when in the undesirable network condition, the enhanced link reliability scheme is being applied for better performance. While in the network condition that is above the acceptable threshold, the low level frame prioritize scheme can be applied. Thus, by adaptively select the schemes based on the network conditions, the VoIP QoS can be further improved.
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